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Introduction

Method
WLAN Traces SNMP,
SYSLOG

- Are Males and Females as different
as chalk and cheese when it comes
to WLAN usage? This is the primary
motivation behind our research.

Standard Data
Format

- In this poster we emphasize the data
extraction methodology used for our
research. We focus on gender based
WLAN usage to illustrate it.
- Our methodology for extracting usage
characteristics provides a general
framework and a flexible solution to
WLAN data analysis focusing on user
grouping
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Results

Comprehensive Syslog (or SNMP)
traces of various buildings for the
general population of students for
extended periods of time (30 days or
more)
•
Mapping between the APs and
specific campus buildings
•
Differentiation between individual
users and ability to track users
(respecting privacy issues).

Communications (Comm)
buildings show a higher
population of male users,
social science buildings
have a higher count of
female users. There are
more female WLAN users
than males in Engineering
buildings, this is a nonintuitive observation

•

Sample Query
1. select mac, count (mac) as count_mac from TRACES2
where
(building like xxx or building like yyy) and duration
<86400 and duration > min_session_duration
group by mac
order by count_mac desc
2. select count ( distinct mac) from traces2 /*LAW*/
where
mac in ( select distinct mac from male)
and (building like 'law' ) and duration >1000
and duration < 86400

a. WLAN Usage and Gender Distribution

Males spend more time
Online than females in
most of the areas. We can
deduce from this that on
average, male users tend to
stay - as WLAN users at
certain places for longer
times than females.

User grouping Workflow
To exclude the visitors we :
Extract the
number of
sessions per
MAC for each
fraternity or
sorority AP

Obtain a threshold for
the session duration
and session count,
Users above this can
be classified either
males or females
(excluding visitors)

Vary the min.
session duration
and observe its
effect on the
number of sessions
and distinct users.
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(USC, UNC and Dartmouth WLAN traces
were investigated for this research. Dartmouth
traces do not provide AP-to-building mapping,
which makes it difficult to do this kind of
study. UNC traces on the other hand have
limited number of APs in sororities and
fraternities. We chose the USC traces for our
study. 12 fraternities and 7 sororities are
included in WLAN traces and the AP-tobuilding mapping is also available.)
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b. Average session duration

c. Manufacturer preferences

- For males there are ~25% using Apple and ~32% using Intel, so there are
3 days
7/25=28% more male users using Intel wrt Apple users
- For females: there are ~30 % using Apple and ~27% using Intel, so
3/27=12% more females users using Apple wrt. Intel users
- We can say there is a relationship between gender and brand with 90%
confidence.
- A null hypothesis 'there's no relationship between gender and
preference of Apple Vs Intel'
4 days

- Females prefer Apple over Intel

Conclusions
Challenges
•Determining the building locations of the
APs from the WLAN traces. (manually on a

5 days

-Database approach proves to be very flexible and
convenient to extract features of interest from WLAN
traces.
- We find some non-intuitive observations contrary to
conventional beliefs regarding gender-bias in WLAN

